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A BILL ENTITLED

AN ACT concerning

Maryland Fair Scheduling Act

FOR the purpose of requiring a certain employer, except under certain circumstances, to pay certain employees at a certain rate for certain shifts; providing that a shift trade includes when the employer transmits the shift trade offer under certain circumstances; providing for the application of certain provisions of this Act; providing that an employee has the right to decline certain work hours that occur during a certain number of hours following the end of a shift; requiring an employer to pay a certain employee who agrees to work certain hours at a certain rate; requiring each employer to record certain wages in a certain statement of earnings and specify in the statement certain predictability pay; authorizing the Commissioner of Labor and Industry, under certain circumstances, to require an employer to include certain information in a certain statement and use additional means to notify the employer’s employees of certain information; requiring an employer to give employees notice of certain rights in a certain manner; requiring employers to keep certain records for a certain minimum period of time and make the records available for inspection by certain individuals; providing that each day an employer violates a certain provision of this Act is a separate violation; prohibiting certain persons from taking certain actions; providing that certain protections apply to certain employees; providing for the enforcement of this Act; requiring the Commissioner to keep a certain identity confidential, except under certain circumstances, and to notify a certain person before a certain disclosure is made; requiring the Commissioner to post certain information on a certain Web site on or before a certain date each year; authorizing the Commissioner to conduct a certain investigation under certain circumstances; providing for the construction of this Act; requiring the Commissioner to enforce this Act; authorizing the Commissioner to adopt certain regulations; providing for a delayed effective date; defining certain terms; and generally relating to fair scheduling.

BY repealing and reenacting, with amendments,

Article – Labor and Employment

EXPLANATION: CAPITALS INDICATE MATTER ADDED TO EXISTING LAW.
[Brackets] indicate matter deleted from existing law.
BY adding to
Article – Labor and Employment
Section 3–103(k); and 3–1301 through 3–1311 to be under the new subtitle “Subtitle 13. Fair Scheduling”
Annotated Code of Maryland
(2016 Replacement Volume)

SECTION 1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MARYLAND, That the Laws of Maryland read as follows:

Article – Labor and Employment

2–106.

(b) Except as provided in subsection (c) of this section, and in addition to authority to adopt regulations that is set forth elsewhere, the Commissioner may adopt regulations that are necessary to carry out:

(1) Title 3, Subtitle 3 of this article;
(2) Title 3, Subtitle 5 of this article;
(3) TITLE 3, SUBTITLE 13 OF THIS ARTICLE;
(4) Title 4, Subtitle 2, Parts I through III of this article;
[(4)] (5) Title 5 of this article;
[(5)] (6) Title 6 of this article; and
[(6)] (7) Title 7 of this article.

3–102.

(a) In addition to any duties set forth elsewhere, the Commissioner shall:

(1) enforce Subtitle 2 of this title;
(2) carry out Subtitle 3 of this title;
(3) enforce Subtitle 4 of this title;
enforce Subtitle 9 of this title; [and]

ENFORCE Subtitle 13 of this title; AND

enforce a local minimum wage law.

3–103.

(K) THE COMMISSIONER MAY CONDUCT AN INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE WHETHER A PROVISION OF SUBTITLE 13 OF THIS TITLE HAS BEEN VIOLATED, ON THE COMMISSIONER’S OWN INITIATIVE OR ON RECEIPT OF A WRITTEN COMPLAINT OF AN EMPLOYEE.

SUBTITLE 13. FAIR SCHEDULING.

3–1301.

(A) IN THIS SUBTITLE THE FOLLOWING WORDS HAVE THE MEANINGS INDICATED.

(B) “EMPLOYEE” DOES NOT INCLUDE:

(1) AN INDIVIDUAL WHO IS EXEMPT FROM THE MINIMUM WAGE AND OVERTIME PROVISIONS OF THE FEDERAL FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT; OR

(2) AN INDIVIDUAL WHO PERFORMS WORK FOR AN EMPLOYER FOR REMUNERATION IF:

(I) THE INDIVIDUAL IS FREE FROM THE EMPLOYER’S CONTROL AND DIRECTION REGARDING THE PERFORMANCE OF THE WORK;

(II) THE INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMARILY IS ENGAGED IN AN INDEPENDENT BUSINESS OR OCCUPATION OF THE SAME NATURE AS THAT INVOLVED IN THE WORK; AND

(III) THE WORK IS:

1. OUTSIDE THE USUAL COURSE OF BUSINESS OF THE EMPLOYER; OR

2. PERFORMED OUTSIDE ANY PLACE OF BUSINESS OF THE EMPLOYER.
(c) “Employer” means a person that employs individuals in a food services establishment or retail establishment.

(d) “Food services establishment” means an entity that is a full-service or limited-service restaurant, as defined under the North American Industry Classification System, NAICS 7221 and NAICS 7222, if the restaurant is:

1. Part of a chain of at least 10 restaurants nationwide; or
2. A franchise of at least 10 establishments nationwide, including:
   - An integrated enterprise that owns or operates at least 10 establishments in the aggregate nationally; or
   - An establishment operated in accordance with a franchise agreement where the franchisor and the franchisee own or operate at least 10 establishments in the aggregate nationally.

(e) “On-call shift” means time that an employer requires an employee to be available to work and to contact the employer or the employer’s designee, or to wait to be contacted by the employer or the employer’s designee, within 24 hours of the start of a potential shift to determine whether the employee must report to work.

(f) “Retail establishment” means a business where goods are sold on the premises at retail and that is a part of a chain of at least 10 retail establishments nationwide.

(g) “Shift” means the consecutive hours an employer requires an employee to work or to be on call to work.

This subtitle may not be construed to:

1. Discourage or prohibit an employer from the adoption or retention of policies that are more beneficial to employees than the requirements of this subtitle;
2. Diminish the obligation of an employer to comply with a contract, a collective bargaining agreement, an employment benefit

3–1302.
PLAN, OR ANY OTHER AGREEMENT THAT ESTABLISHES POLICIES THAT ARE MORE
BENEFICIAL TO AN EMPLOYEE THAN THE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS SUBTITLE; OR

(3) PREEMPT, LIMIT, OR OTHERWISE AFFECT THE APPLICABILITY OF
ANY OTHER LAW, POLICY, OR STANDARD ESTABLISHING SCHEDULING POLICIES
THAT PROVIDE ADDITIONAL RIGHTS OR EXTEND OTHER PROTECTIONS TO
EMPLOYEES BEYOND THOSE PROVIDED UNDER THIS SUBTITLE.

3–1303.

(A) (1) EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SUBSECTIONS (C) AND (E) OF THIS
SECTION AND PARAGRAPH (2) OF THIS SUBSECTION, AN EMPLOYER SHALL PAY AN
EMPLOYEE FOR AT LEAST 4 HOURS AT THE EMPLOYEE’S REGULAR RATE OF PAY FOR
EACH SHIFT OR ON–CALL SHIFT FOR WHICH THE EMPLOYEE REPORTS TO WORK, AS
REQUIRED BY THE EMPLOYER, BUT IS REQUIRED TO WORK LESS THAN 4 HOURS.

(2) EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SUBSECTIONS (C) AND (E) OF THIS
SECTION, IF THE EMPLOYEE’S SCHEDULED HOURS ARE LESS THAN 4 HOURS, THE
EMPLOYER SHALL PAY THE EMPLOYEE FOR THE SCHEDULED HOURS OF THE
EMPLOYEE FOR THAT DAY IF THE EMPLOYEE REPORTS TO WORK, AS REQUIRED BY
THE EMPLOYER, BUT IS GIVEN LESS THAN THE SCHEDULED HOURS OF WORK.

(B) EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SUBSECTIONS (C) AND (E) OF THIS SECTION, IF
AN EMPLOYER REQUIRES AN EMPLOYEE TO BE AVAILABLE FOR AN ON–CALL SHIFT
BUT DOES NOT REQUIRE THE EMPLOYEE TO REPORT TO WORK, THE EMPLOYER
SHALL PAY THE EMPLOYEE:

(1) 2 HOURS OF PAY AT THE EMPLOYEE’S REGULAR HOURLY RATE
FOR EACH ON–CALL SHIFT OF 4 HOURS OR LESS; AND

(2) 4 HOURS OF PAY AT THE EMPLOYEE’S REGULAR HOURLY RATE
FOR EACH ON–CALL SHIFT EXCEEDING 4 HOURS.

(C) AN EMPLOYER IS NOT REQUIRED TO PAY THE WAGES REQUIRED UNDER
SUBSECTIONS (A) AND (B) OF THIS SECTION IF THE CHANGE TO AN EMPLOYEE’S
WORK SHIFT:

(1) WAS MADE AT THE REQUEST OF THE EMPLOYEE, INCLUDING A
REQUEST TO:

(i) WORK SPECIFIC HOURS OTHER THAN THOSE SCHEDULED
BY THE EMPLOYER; OR
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(II) USE SICK LEAVE, VACATION LEAVE, PERSONAL DAYS, OR OTHER LEAVE OFFERED BY THE EMPLOYER;

(2) SUBJECT TO SUBSECTION (D) OF THIS SECTION, IS THE RESULT OF A VOLUNTARY, MUTUALLY AGREED ON SHIFT TRADE AMONG EMPLOYEES; OR

(3) IS NECESSARY TO AVOID A THREAT TO THE HEALTH OR SAFETY OF EMPLOYEES OR THE PUBLIC.

(D) (1) FOR THE PURPOSES OF SUBSECTION (C) OF THIS SECTION, A SHIFT TRADE INCLUDES AN INSTANCE IN WHICH THE EMPLOYER TRANSMITS THE SHIFT TRADE OFFER TO ALL ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEES AT THE PREVIOUSLY SCHEDULED EMPLOYEE’S REQUEST, IF THE EMPLOYER’S TRANSMITTAL IS:

(I) ACCESSIBLE TO ALL ELIGIBLE EMPLOYEES IN THE FORM OF A MASS COMMUNICATION;

(II) TRANSMITTED ELECTRONICALLY OR IN WRITING AT THE WORK SITE; AND

(III) NOT COERCIVE IN ANY WAY.

(2) THERE IS A REBUTTABLE PREJUDICE THAT THE PAY REQUIRED UNDER SUBSECTION (A) OR (B) OF THIS SECTION IS OWED IF THE EMPLOYER FAILS TO DOCUMENT CONSENT TO THE SHIFT TRADE.

(E) THE REQUIREMENTS UNDER SUBSECTIONS (A) AND (B) OF THIS SECTION DO NOT APPLY DURING PERIODS WHEN OPERATIONS OF THE EMPLOYER ARE SUSPENDED DUE TO AN EVENT BEYOND THE EMPLOYER’S CONTROL.

3–1304.

(A) AN EMPLOYEE HAS THE RIGHT TO DECLINE TO WORK HOURS THAT OCCUR DURING THE 11 HOURS FOLLOWING THE END OF A SHIFT.

(B) AN EMPLOYER SHALL PAY AN EMPLOYEE ONE–AND–A–HAlF TIMES THE EMPLOYEE’S REGULAR RATE OF PAY FOR ANY HOURS WORKED DURING THE 11 HOURS FOLLOWING THE END OF A PREVIOUS SHIFT IF THE EMPLOYEE AGREED IN WRITING TO WORK THE HOURS.

3–1305.

(A) EACH EMPLOYER SHALL:
(1) RECORD THE WAGES PAID TO AN EMPLOYEE UNDER §§ 3–1303 AND 3–1304 OF THIS SUBTITLE IN THE STATEMENT OF EARNINGS REQUIRED BY § 3–504(A)(2) OF THIS TITLE; AND

(2) SPECIFY IN THE STATEMENT OF EARNINGS THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF PAY PAID UNDER §§ 3–1303 AND 3–1304 OF THIS SUBTITLE.

(B) IF NECESSARY TO CARRY OUT THIS SUBTITLE, THE COMMISSIONER MAY REQUIRE AN EMPLOYER TO:

(1) INCLUDE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IN THE STATEMENT OF EARNINGS; AND

(2) USE ADDITIONAL MEANS TO NOTIFY THE EMPLOYER’S EMPLOYEES OF THE INFORMATION REQUIRED TO BE INCLUDED IN THE STATEMENT OF EARNINGS UNDER SUBSECTION (A) OF THIS SECTION.

3–1306.

(A) AN EMPLOYER SHALL GIVE EMPLOYEES NOTICE OF THEIR RIGHTS UNDER THIS SUBTITLE BY CONSPICUOUSLY POSTING NOTICES IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH AT A LOCATION AT THE WORK SITE THAT IS READILY ACCESSIBLE TO ALL EMPLOYEES.

(B) THE NOTICES REQUIRED UNDER SUBSECTION (A) OF THIS SECTION SHALL INCLUDE:

(1) THE RIGHT TO RECEIVE PAY UNDER §§ 3–1303 AND 3–1304 OF THIS SUBTITLE;

(2) A STATEMENT THAT RETALIATION AGAINST EMPLOYEES WHO EXERCISE THEIR RIGHTS UNDER THIS SUBTITLE IS PROHIBITED; AND

(3) A STATEMENT THAT EACH EMPLOYEE HAS THE RIGHT TO FILE A COMPLAINT OR BRING A CIVIL ACTION TO ENFORCE THE EMPLOYEE’S RIGHTS UNDER THIS SUBTITLE.

3–1307.

(A) EACH EMPLOYER SHALL KEEP FOR AT LEAST 3 YEARS AN ACCURATE RECORD OF:
(1) The name, address, and occupation of each employee;
(2) The amount paid each pay period to each employee;
(3) The hours worked each day by each employee;
(4) The initial work schedule of each employee;
(5) The pay paid to each employee under §§ 3–1303 and 3–1304 of this subtitle; and
(6) Any subsequent revisions to the initial work schedule of each employee.

(b) The employer shall:

(1) Make the records kept under subsection (a) of this section available for inspection by the commissioner to the same extent and for the same purposes as records are made available to the commissioner under § 3–425 of this title; and
(2) Allow an employee to inspect at any reasonable time and place any record kept under subsection (a) of this section pertaining to the employee.

(c) Each day that an employer fails to keep a record, falsifies a record, or otherwise violates this section shall constitute a separate violation.

3–1308.

(A) In this section, “retaliating” means to engage in any form of intimidation, threat, reprisal, harassment, discrimination, or adverse employment action, including:

(1) Discipline;
(2) Discharge;
(3) Suspension;
(4) Transfer or assignment to a lower position in terms of job classification, job security, or any other condition of employment;
(5) REDUCTION IN PAY OR HOURS ASSIGNED;

(6) DENIAL OF ADDITIONAL HOURS;

(7) INFORMING ANOTHER EMPLOYER THAT THE EMPLOYEE HAS ENGAGED IN ACTIVITIES PROTECTED BY THIS SUBTITLE; OR

(8) REPORTING OR THREATENING TO REPORT THE ACTUAL OR SUSPECTED CITIZENSHIP OR IMMIGRATION STATUS OF AN EMPLOYEE, A FORMER EMPLOYEE, OR A FAMILY MEMBER OF AN EMPLOYEE OR A FORMER EMPLOYEE TO A FEDERAL, STATE, OR LOCAL AGENCY.

(B) A PERSON MAY NOT INTERFERE WITH, RESTRAIN, OR DENY THE EXERCISE OF, OR THE ATTEMPT TO EXERCISE, ANY RIGHT PROTECTED UNDER THIS SUBTITLE.

(C) AN EMPLOYER MAY NOT RETALIATE AGAINST AN EMPLOYEE BECAUSE THE EMPLOYEE HAS:

(1) DECLINED TO WORK HOURS NOT INCLUDED IN AN INITIAL WORK SCHEDULE; OR

(2) EXERCISED RIGHTS PROTECTED UNDER THIS SUBTITLE, INCLUDING THE RIGHT TO:

(I) FILE A COMPLAINT UNDER § 3–1309 OF THIS SUBTITLE;

(II) INFORM ANY PERSON ABOUT THE EMPLOYER’S ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THIS SUBTITLE;

(III) COOPERATE WITH THE COMMISSIONER OR ATTORNEY GENERAL IN AN INVESTIGATION OF AN ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THIS SUBTITLE; AND

(IV) INFORM AN INDIVIDUAL REGARDING THE INDIVIDUAL’S RIGHTS UNDER THIS SUBTITLE.

(D) THERE IS A REBUTTABLE PRESUMPTION THAT AN EMPLOYER HAS VIOLATED THIS SECTION IF THE EMPLOYER TAKES AN ACTION LISTED IN SUBSECTION (A) OF THIS SECTION AGAINST AN EMPLOYEE WITHIN 90 DAYS AFTER THE EMPLOYEE:
(1) files a complaint with the Commissioner under § 3–1309 of this subtitle alleging a violation of this subtitle or brings a civil action under § 3–1310 of this subtitle;

(2) informs a person about an alleged violation of this subtitle by the employer with the employer’s knowledge;

(3) cooperates with the Commissioner or another person in the investigation or prosecution of an alleged violation of this subtitle by the employer;

(4) opposes any policy, practice, or act that is unlawful under this subtitle; or

(5) informs an individual of the individual’s rights under this subtitle with the employer’s knowledge.

(E) The protections afforded under this section shall apply to an employee who mistakenly, but in good faith, alleges a violation of this subtitle.

3–1309.

(A) (1) A person may file a complaint alleging a violation of this subtitle with the Commissioner.

(2) The Commissioner shall keep confidential the identity of a person that files a complaint unless disclosure is necessary for the resolution of any investigation or is otherwise required by law.

(3) If the Commissioner needs to disclose the identity of a person that files a complaint, the Commissioner shall, to the extent practicable, notify the person before the disclosure is made.

(B) (1) On receipt of a complaint filed under subsection (A)(1) of this section, the Commissioner shall send a letter to the employer.

(2) The letter shall:

(i) state that there is a complaint alleging a violation of this subtitle filed against the employer;
(II) STATE THE REQUIREMENTS OF SUBSECTION (C) OF THIS SECTION;

(III) STATE THAT FAILURE TO COMPLY MAY RESULT IN A CIVIL ACTION SEEKING DAMAGES, COUNSEL FEES, AND OTHER LEGAL REMEDIES; AND

(IV) INFORM THE EMPLOYER THAT RETALIATION AGAINST AN EMPLOYEE FOR EXERCISING RIGHTS UNDER THIS SECTION IS A BASIS FOR A PRIVATE RIGHT OF ACTION SEEKING ADDITIONAL MONETARY DAMAGES TO BE DETERMINED BY A COURT.

(C) IF AN EMPLOYER RECEIVES A LETTER SENT UNDER SUBSECTION (B) OF THIS SECTION, WITHIN 10 DAYS AFTER THE DATE OF THE LETTER, THE EMPLOYER SHALL SUBMIT TO THE COMMISSIONER:

(1) PROOF OF COMPLIANCE WITH THIS SUBTITLE; OR

(2) AN ACTION PLAN THE EMPLOYER WILL IMPLEMENT TO CORRECT ANY VIOLATION OF THIS SUBTITLE.

(D) IF THE COMMISSIONER DETERMINES THAT THIS SUBTITLE HAS BEEN VIOLATED, THE COMMISSIONER MAY ISSUE AN ORDER:

(1) REQUIRING THE EMPLOYER TO:

(I) COMPLY WITH THIS SUBTITLE; AND

(II) PAY ANY PAY UNDER §§ 3–1303 AND 3–1304 OR OTHER WAGES OWED TO EMPLOYEES UNDER THIS SUBTITLE;

(2) IMPOSING A CIVIL PENALTY NOT TO EXCEED $500 FOR EACH VIOLATION OF THIS SUBTITLE; AND

(3) GRANTING ANY OTHER APPROPRIATE RELIEF, INCLUDING:

(I) REINSTATEMENT OF EMPLOYMENT;

(II) INJUNCTIVE RELIEF;

(III) ACTUAL DAMAGES; AND
(IV) An additional amount equal to twice any pay under §§ 3–1303 and 3–1304 or other wages owed to employees under this subtitle.

(E) (1) Within 30 days after receiving an order issued under subsection (D) of this section, an employer may request a de novo administrative hearing.

(2) An administrative hearing requested under paragraph (1) of this subsection shall be conducted in accordance with Title 10, Subtitle 2 of the State Government Article.

(3) If an employer does not request a hearing under paragraph (1) of this subsection, the order issued by the Commissioner becomes final.

(4) (I) A final order of the Commissioner may be appealed in accordance with § 10–222 of the State Government Article.

(II) If an employer does not request judicial review of a final order within 30 days after the order becomes final, the Commissioner may file an action to enforce the order in the circuit court for the county in which the employer resides or has a place of business.

(F) On or before February 1 each year, the Commissioner shall post on the Web site of the Department of Labor, Licensing, and Regulation:

(1) The number and nature of complaints filed under this section;

(2) The results of any investigations related to a complaint;

(3) The number of orders issued and penalties imposed under this section; and

(4) The average time taken for a complaint to be resolved.

3–1310.
(A) (1) Any person alleging a violation of this subtitle may bring an action in a court of competent jurisdiction.

(2) An action may be brought whether or not a complaint was first filed with the Commissioner.

(3) An action brought under this subsection:

   (I) shall be filed within 3 years after the person knew or should have known of the alleged violation; and

   (II) may be brought as a class action in accordance with state law.

(B) (1) Subject to paragraph (2) of this subsection, in an action under subsection (A) of this section, if a court finds that an employer has violated this subtitle, the court may award:

   (I) damages not to exceed $500 for each violation of this subtitle;

   (II) reinstatement of employment;

   (III) injunctive relief;

   (IV) actual damages;

   (V) any pay under §§ 3–1303 and 3–1304 or other wages owed to employees under this subtitle plus interest;

   (VI) an additional amount equal to twice any pay under §§ 3–1303 and 3–1304 or other wages owed to employees under this subtitle; and

   (VII) reasonable attorney’s fees and other costs.

(2) (I) Except as provided in subparagraph (II) of this paragraph, if a court finds that an employer has violated § 3–1308(B) of this subtitle or otherwise discriminated against an employee, the court shall award actual damages and reinstatement of employment.

   (II) A court is not required to award reinstatement of employment if the employee waives the right to reinstatement.
If the court finds that the employee has been discharged in retaliation for exercising rights under this subtitle, for the purpose of calculating actual damages required to be awarded under subparagraph (i) of this paragraph, the period of violation begins the day the employee was discharged and ends the day before the employee is reinstated or the day the employee agrees to waive reinstatement.

In an action brought by a person other than an employee, any pay under §§ 3–1303 and 3–1304, wages, or actual damages awarded by the court shall be paid to the employees to whom the violation relates.

This subtitle may be cited as the Fair Scheduling Act.

Section 2. And be it further enacted, that this Act shall take effect October 1, 2018.